The opening up of the economy, emergence of large and giant multinational companies, endeavor to attract retail investors in the capital market, adoption and application of new technology, boom in the knowledge-based industry, all these have changed the landscape of the economy and business worldwide. India too, from the early 1990s started to open up its economy. These changes increased the competition to a great extent. To retain their position and to enter into more market segments, companies are busy in doing lots of researches in their financial matters. For maximization of the value of the firm, the management tries to arrive at a proper mixture of debt and equity, which is not an easy task to do. Different factors have been considered in different models to get an optimum capital structure. Economic factors, among them play a leading role in the determination of the capital structure of a company. Although the influence of micro economic factors have been highlighted by various scholars, but the impact of macro economic factors in the determination of capital structure is somewhat under-researched in the finance literature.
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